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This paper focuses on a general setup for obtaining sample size lower bounds for learning 
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1. Introduction 
In recent years the job of algorithmically understanding data, above and beyond 
simply using them as input for some function, has been emerging as a key computing 
task. Requests for this job derive from a need to save memory space of devices such 
as the silicium computer, CD ROMs or, directly, our brain. 
The usual efficient methods of data compression, such as fractal [ 121 or wavelet [23] 
compression, aim at capturing the inner structure of the data. A parametric description 
of this structure is stored, tolerating bounded mistakes in rendering the original data. 
In the PAC-learning paradigm [21] we focus directly on the source of data, both 
looking for a symbolic representation of its deterministic part (what we call concept), 
and tolerating bounded mistakes between this one and the hypothesis about it learnt 
from a set of random data generated by the source. 
To find boundary conditions for this paradigm, in this paper we stretch the compres- 
sion capability of learning algorithms to the point of identifying the hypothesis with 
the shortest program that, when put in input to a general purpose computer, renders 
almost exactly a set of compressed data (the training set, in the usual notation). This 
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Fig. 1. Alternative paths in computing c. 
allows us to borrow some key results from Kolmogorov Complexity Theory to state 
lower bounds on the size of the training set necessary to get the hypothesis. 
The general idea is to compare the length of the shortest program (T which describes 
the concept c (having in input the properties E of the source of data) with the length 
of a composition of shortest programs. This splits the above computation according 
to the schema of Fig. 1: (1) S draws a labelled sample from the source of data; (2) 
A compresses the sample into the hypothesis h; (3) 1 gets c from among the set of 
concepts close to h under the mentioned tolerance bounds. 
The comparison between the behaviors of the two, optimal and suboptimal, algo- 
rithms (mainly considering the information contents flown in the two cases), allows 
us to state some entropic inequalities which translate into a general method of stating 
lower bounds on the sample complexity. The method is easy, since it generally relies 
on the evaluation of some set cardinalities and simple probability measures; at the same 
time, however, it is susceptible to subtle calculations which eventually capture sharp 
refinements on the lower bounds. It refers to a very general learning framework, where 
we can separately fix testing and training distribution laws, labelling mistakes included, 
and combine them in any way we choose. Main properties of learning algorithms, such 
as consistency, can be taken into account as well. 
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we recall some main theorems of 
Algorithmic Complexity Theory. Section 3 describes our extended PAC-learning frame- 
work. Section 4 gives the theoretical bases and methods for finding lower bounds and 
Section 5 some application examples. Outlooks and concluding remarks are delivered 
in Section 6. 
2. Kolmogorov Complexity, Prefix Complexity and notations 
In this section we quote the Kolmogorov Complexity and Algorithmic Probability 
literature that is relevant for our purposes and set the necessary notation. All this 
material can be found in [17] or in [7]. 
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2.1. Kolmogorov Complexity and Prejix Complexity 
Fix a binary alphabet C = (0, 1). Let 40 be a universal partial recursive junction 
(prf) and {&} be the corresponding effective enumeration of prf’s. Given x, ye C*, 
define 
where 1 pi is the length of the string p. If 4i = $0 then the following Invariance 
Property holds: 
for every i there exists a constant ci such that ,for every x, YE C* it holds C4, 
(xIY)~c~~(xIY)+ci~ 
Fixed a reference universal prf U, the conditional Kolmogorov (or plain) Complexity 
C(x 1 y) of x given y is defined as 
C(x I Y) = Cub I Y), 
while the unconditional Kolmogorov Complexity C(x) of x as 
C(x) = C(x I A), 
2 null string. Denote by N the set of natural numbers. The following properties are 
easily verified: 
(a) There is a constant kE N such that for every x, )I&?* 
C(x) d 1x1 +k, C(x 1 y) d C(x) + k. 
(b) Given kEN, for each fixed ~E,Z*, every finite set B 5 C* of cardinality m has at 
least m(1 - 2-k) + 1 elements x with C(x I y)alog, m - k. This simple statement 
is often referred to as the Incompressibility Theorem. 
Throughout the paper ‘log,’ will be abbreviated by ‘log’, while ‘In’ will be the natural 
logarithm. 
When a prf 4 is defined on x we write 4(x) < 00. A prf q : C* + N is said pre- 
fix if q(x) < cc and q(y) < cc implies that x is not a proper prefix of y. The pre- 
fix prf’s can be effectively enumerated. Let cpo be a universal prefix prf and {vi} 
be the corresponding enumeration of prefix prf’s. The invariance property still 
holds: 
for every i there exists a constant ci such that for every x, YE C* it holds C,,(x I 
Y)dcq,Cx I Y)+4. 
Fixed a reference prefix prf U’, the conditional Prejix (or Levin’s) Complexity K(x 1 y) 
of x given y is defined as 
K(x I Y> = Ccr(x IY> 
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and again the unconditional Prefix Complexity K(x) of x as 
K(x) = K(x ( A). 
For x, y, t, z E C* inside a K-expression here and throughout we adopt the following 
shorthand notations: 
x, y means the string x, the string y and a way to tell them apart 
x{z} means x, K(x 1 z),z 
therefore, 
x{z{t}} means x{z, K(z 1 t), t} i.e. x, K(x 1 z, K(z 1 t), t),z, K(z I t), t. 
It can be shown that, for every x, y, t, z E C* and prf 4i, up to a fixed additive constant 
independent of x, y, t,z and 4i, the following holds: 
(c) K(x I ~)6K(x) ( we will use it in the sequel without explicit mention); 
(d) C(x I y) <K(x I y) 6 C(x I y) + 2 log C(x I y) (the first d here trivially holds with- 
out additive constant); 
(e) K(Mx,y) I y,z,i)GK(x I y,z,j). 
K(x, y I z) = K(x I z) + K( y I x(z)) ’ getting: 
(f) KG, Y l z) bW l z) +K(Y l VI; 
(8) K(xIz)+K(~Ix{z})=K(~lz)+K(xl~{z}); 
(h) K(xlz)+K(~lx{z})+K(tI~{x{z}})=K(~lz)+~(tl~{z})+K(xlt{y{z}}). 
Lemma 1. Up to an additive constant 
K(t I ~{x{z)))=K(t Iz)+K(y I t(z)> -K(Y lz)+K(xlt{y{z))) -K(xl Y{z)>. 
Proof. Up to an additive constant, by point (h), 
K(t I Y{x{z))) =K(Y /z) +K(t IY{z)) +K(x I t{v{zI 
and by point (g), 
l K(t I y{z))=K(tIz)+K(y I t(z)> -K(Y lz>, 
l QY lx{z))=K(~ Iz>+K(xl~{z)) -K(xlz). 
Ix-czI> 
Substituting the last two equations in the preceding one we get what we had to 
show. 0 
2.2, Algorithmic Probability 
Let Q and R be the set of rational and the set of real numbers, respectively. A 
function f : C* + R is enumerable when there exists a Q-valued total recursive func- 
tion (trf) g(x,k), nondecreasing in k, such that limk, + o. g(x, k) = f (x) ‘dx~C*. f is 
recursive if there exists a Q-valued trf such that If(x) - g(x, k)l < l/k ‘v’x E C*. As a 
’ This important result tells us something about the symmetry of algorithmic conditional mutual informa- 
tion 1(x: y Iz)=K(y 1 z) - K(y Ix,z). The proof in [16] for the unconditional case can be easily modified 
for this purpose. 
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matter of fact, ,f is enumerable when it is approximable from below by a trf, it is 
recursive when it is approximable by a trf for which it is possible to give a bound 
to the approximation error. The two notions can be stated equivalently by the gruph 
upproximation set B = {(x,r)~ C” x Q / r<f(x)}: ,f IS enumerable if and only if B is 
recursively enumerable (r.e.), ,f is recursive if and only if B is recursive. 
As usual, we will not distinguish among N, Q and 2’. 
A discrete probability semimeasure is a nonnegative function P : C* + [w satisfying 
c x t z* P(x) < 1. P is a discrete probability measure (or a discrete probability distri- 
bution) if equality holds. For short, the adjective ‘discrete’ is dropped in this paper 
when speaking of probability semimeasures. 
Using standard techniques, it can be shown that the class of enumerable probability 
semimeasures is r.e., i.e. there is an r.e. set T C N x C* x Q whose section T; is the 
graph approximation set of the enumerable probability semimeasure I$. Let us call & 
the trf whose range is T. 
A conditional probability semimeasure P( 1) is a nonnegative function P : C* x C* ---f 
R satisfying CJE z* P(x 1 y) d 1 for every y E C*. P is a conditional probability mea- 
sure (or a conditional probability distribution) if equality holds for every y E C*. We 
point out the indexing role played by y, so that P is actually a family of semimeasures, 
eventually the ,fumily of all enumerable probability semimeasures. We can consider y 
as a parameter of P. 
Denote by H(.) the entropy of the distribution or the random variable at argument 
and by EM[.] the expected value of the argument w.r.t. distribution M. 
In this context the following fundamental result, known as the (conditional) Coding 
Theorem, holds (it is actually a mean value version). 
Theorem 1. For every enumerable conditional probability semimeasure P(x 1 y) there 
is a constant cp such that for every x, y E C* 
H(P) <Ep[K(x I y)l <H(P) + CP. 
cp is essentially the prejix complexity of P given y, i.e. cp = K(P I y) up to an additive 
constant. 
It can be easily shown that if an enumerable probability semimeasure is a probability 
measure then it is recursive. Thus, restricting the scope of this theorem to probability 
measures actually means focusing on recursive probability distributions. 
As a matter of fact, this theorem appears in the literature (e.g., [ 171) in the form 
“cp = K(P) up to an additive constant”: the proof there can be easily modified to get 
our version. This version allows us to set y = P and to get a constant cp independent 
of P, too. In other words, when the conditional distribution P quoted in Theorem 1 
is the one approximated by &,, then putting y equal to the index i of Pi in the men- 
tioned enumeration we get a constant cp essentially equal to the prefix complexity of 
index u. 
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3. Learning framework and notations 
This section describes our learning framework and a few further notational conven- 
tions we adopt throughout the paper; see [2,6,5,21,22] for reference. 
Let X be a domain which we suppose to be countable and r.e. (e.g., X = N,X = 
(0, l}“). A concept c on X is a subset of X, that we assume to be recursive. Every c 
is represented by (an encoding of) a Turing Machine (TM) computing its characteristic 
function. Therefore, C(c) is the length of the shortest description of this TM. We will 
also find it useful to view a concept as the characteristic function associated with it. 
A concept class C on X is a recursively presentable set of concepts on X. An example 
for c is a couple (x, I), where XEX and (in absence of classification errors, see below) 
I = c(x). 
Numerical parameters, such as E, 6, ‘I, we will deal with are supposed to be rational. 
Let us settle some notations. For probability measures M and 44’ on a domain X 
and a set A s X PrM(A) denotes the M-measure of A, for short, also written as M(A). 
M x M’ is the probability product between M and M’ and Mm denotes the m-fold 
M-probability product. H is the binary entropy function 
H(x)= -xlogx - (1 -x)log(l -x). 
When M is known from the context we say that c is E-close to h if M(cAh) <E, 
where cAh = {x E X 1 c(x) # h(x)}, e-far fr om h otherwise. For a sequence of 
points (x1 , . . . ,x,) on X, the set of distinct points in this sequence is denoted by 
set((xl ,...,xm)). 
Finally, by ‘O( 1)’ we will denote a (positive or negative) constant independent of 
the various quantities involved in the context where it appears. 
Here are the probabilistic assumptions of our learning model. 
l P is a probability distribution on X. It measures the subsets of X. 
l Let C be a concept class over X. M is a probability measure over X” x (0, l}m 
whose marginal distributions are Q and R. An m-indexing for M, Q and R is under- 
stood. 
l x”’ = (x1 ,x2,. . .,x,) is an X”-valued random vector with distribution Q. 
0 rm=(q,r2,..., I-,,,) is a (0, I}“-valued classification error random vector with dis- 
tribution R: the learning algorithm receives the unreliably labelled sample (xm,IM), 
where (xm, v*) is drawn according to M and the labelling vector I” = (II, 12,. . . , 1,) 
is built by Zi=c(xi)@ri, i= 1 . . . m and @ is the exclusive-OR (note that ri = 1 
means that a labelling error has occurred). 
Sometimes distributions P and Q are called testing and training distributions, 
respectively. 
To give a uniform treatment we suppose that all these measures are recursive even 
if not always needed. 
Definition 1. Let C be a concept class on X. C is (P,M)-learnable if, for fixed P and 
M, there exists an algorithm A and a function m = m(&, S) such that for rational numbers 
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F, 6 > 0 arbitrarily small and for every c E C, if A is given in input E, 6 and an unreliably 
labelled sample (xm,fm) built as above through (xm,rm) drawn according to M, then 
A produces as output a representation of a hypothesis h such that Pr.&P(cdh) <E) > 
l-6. h is supposed to be a recursive set. We call A a (P,M)-learning algorithm for C. 
m is said to be the sample complexity of A and c is usually called the target concept 
(or, simply, the target). Note that in this definition we make no assumption on h other 
than its recursiveness. 
When R is immaterial for the learning model we restrict M to X” putting A4 = Q in 
the pair (P,M). For instance, in the distribution restricted version of classical Valiant’s 
learning framework [21] r”’ is always 0” (we say we are in the error-jiee case) and 
Q = P” holds. We will speak of (P, Pm)-learnability. 
In the extension of Angluin and Laird [2] Q= Pm and rm is a Bernoullian vector 
independent of xm. We mention this case as the classijication oise (CN) model of 
(P, P” x R)-learning and we will write ‘R represents the CN model’. 
It is worth noting at this point that in Definition 1: 
l P and M are known to the learner; 
l it can be Q # P”; 
l Q and R are not necessarily product distributions (i.e. examples as well as example 
errors are not necessarily independent); 
l learning is of uniform type on C, i.e. m does not depend on the actual target; 
l the functional relation a learning algorithm defines is of the following kind 
where the description of A (its {di}- enumeration index) depends in general on 
C,X,P,M, but it is definitely independent of xm,Im, E, 6. 
The following two definitions are taken from pattern recognition and PAC-learning 
literature. 
Definition 2. Let C be a concept class on X and P be a probability measure on X. 
C, C C is an r:-cover of C w.r.t. P [5] if for every c E C there is c’ E C, such that c’ 
is a-close to c. 
We denote by N(C, E, P) the cardinality of the largest a-cover of C w.r.t. P. 
It can be shown [5] that the condition of jinite coverability ‘N(C, E, P) < co for each 
E > 0’ is necessary and sufficient for (P,Pm)-learnability of C. The necessity is shown 
by providing a lower bound of m > (1-S) log N(C, 2.5, P). Our paper can be considered 
as an algorithmic counterpart of [5] and its main contribution is to refine and greatly 
extend the lower bound methods given there. 
Definition 3 (Vapnik [22]). Let C be a concept class on X and Q be a proba- 
bility distribution on X”. For SCX, let &(S)={SncIcEC} and Ii’c(m>= 
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maxlsl=m In&% where ISI is the cardinality of the set S. If UC(S) =2s then S 
is said to be shattered by C. The Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension of C, d(C), is the 
largest IIZ such that &(m) = 2”. If this m does not exist then d(C) = +co. The entropy 
w,(c) of C w.r.t. Q is defined as WQ(C)=EQ[log&(set(x”))]. 
4. Lower bound methods 
This section describes some necessary conditions a learning algorithm must fulfil, 
thus yielding the claimed sample size lower bounds. 
To get our lower bound theorems we will consider the alternative computations of 
c performed by the shortest programs mentioned in the introduction. 
Looking at the length of these programs, from point (f) of Section 2.1, the com- 
parison between the direct computation of c and the sequence of ‘having in input 
a labelled sample and some environmental data E, compute an h being s-close to c 
and then identify c from the s-surrounding of h’ reads, in terms of K-complexity, as 
follows: 
K(c I Xrn, I”, E) < K(h, b&c) I xm,lm, E) + O( 1) 
< K(h I x”‘, l”,E) + K(ih,,:(c) 1 x”‘, l”,E) + O(l), (1) 
where &(c) is an index of c within the concepts r-close to h. For technical reasons 
Lemma 2 below exhibits an effective enumeration of an enlargement of the desired 
s-surrounding. Since it goes to the right direction of the inequality, we redefine ih,E(c) 
as an index of c in this wider enumeration. 
Algorithm A computes an s-close hypothesis h only with probability > 1 - 6 over 
the labelled samples; thus (1) holds with this probability too. The core of the presented 
lower bound methods stands in rewriting this random event by key properties of the 
labelled sample distribution. The expected values of prefix complexities of Theorem 2 
are partly rewritten in Theorems 3 and 4 in terms of entropic properties of the concept 
class to get an easier operational meaning. 
All the theorems refer to what we call large concepts, namely to those c’s for which, 
given the environmental data E, the descriptive complexity K(c I E) is larger than any 
additive constant 0( 1). 
From an epistemological point of view we can characterize the inequalities of 
Theorems 24 as follows: given E, the left-hand side refers to the amount of in- 
formation that is necessary to identify a target concept inside a concept class modulo 
E and 6, the right-hand side refers to the mean injbrmation content of the labelled 
sample. 
From a methodological point of view, in many cases, we can easily appraise a lower 
bound of the left-hand side by proper concept counting and an upper bound of the 
right-hand side by evaluating simple expected values. 
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Lemma 2. Let C be a concept class on X and P be a probability measure on X. 
Let a recursive set h &X and a rational I-: > 0 be ,fixed. There exists an efSective 
enumeration that contains every c E C which is E-close to h and that does not contain 
any c E C which is 2E-far from h. 
Proof. Let g be a trf approximating P and suppose X= {xl ,x2,. . .}. The following test 
answers ‘Yes’ if c is E-close to h and does not answer ‘Yes’ if c is Z&-far from h. 
Agr=O; i= 1; 
loop forever 
if xi $ cdh then Agr = Agr + g(xi, 2jf2/E); 
if Agr > 1 - 7~14 then return (‘Yes’); 
i=i+ 1; 
We have dropped floors and ceilings in the arguments of g for notational convenience. 
Consider the value Agq of Agr at the ith iteration: Agri = C’ g(xi,2j+2/&), where 
C’ means C I ~~ii. By the hypothesis on g 
x, #cAh 
LJ(X,, 2i+2/E) - E/2 ii2 < P(Xj) < g(Xj, Z!j+‘/E) + E/Zj’2. 
Summing up all members of the last relation under C’ and reordering 
c’ P(Xi) .- & c’ 1/2jf2 < Agr, < ~‘P(x~) + E c’ 1/2i+2. 
Hence, if c is E-close to h then 3 such that Agri > 1 - 3~12 - E c’ 1/2.j+2 3 1 - 7c/4 
and the test answers ‘Yes’. On the other hand, if c is 2s-far from h then Vi Agr, ,< 
1 -2&&l/2 ii’ d 1 - 7814 and the test does not answer ‘Yes’. 
If c is not s-close to h the test can run forever: so, to effectively perform the 
claimed enumeration, we must interleave the enumeration of c’s in C and the enumer- 
ation of xi’s in X. Interleaving is so standard a tool [ 171 that we feel free to omit 
details. 0 
Theorem 2. Let C be a concept class on X and A be a (P,M)-learning algorithm for 
C. Then, jbr every large c E C, the following relution holds. 
K(c 1 E)(l - 6) - h[K(ih,dC) t xm,lm,W1 
6EdWm I xm,E)l - Cd~(~” I c{x”{E}))l + O(l), 
where 
a E (Environment) is the string (E, 6,m, C, P,IV,X,A),~ 
l iA,,: is the index of c in the enumerution of Lemma 2. 
2 Here C means an enumerator of TM’s deciding the c’s of C 
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Proof. Since h=A(xm,I”,c,6), by point (e) of Section 2.1, K(h(x”,I”,E)=O(l) 
holds. Substituting into (1) we get 
K(c / xrn,lrn,E) - K(ih,E(C) 1 x”,l”,E)<O(l) (2) 
with M-probability > 1 - 6. 
Since K(c ) xm{Zm{E}}) 6K( c xm,lm,E)+O(l), by Lemma 1 inequality (2) implies 1 
-K(f” I c{xm{E))) + K(h,e(c) /xm,lm,E) (3) 
with M-probability >l - 6. 
Consider the expected values of the terms of (3) w.r.t. M: 
l by Theorem 1, EM[K(x~ I E)] = EQ[K(x” ) E)] <H(Q) + K(M ] E) + 0( 1). But 
K(MIE)=O(l) and then EM[K(xm IE)]bH(Q)+O(l); 
l by Theorem 1, EM[K(x” I c(E))] = EQ[K(x” I c(E))] >H(Q). 
Now, for an arbitrary discrete and nonnegative random variable B with distribution M 
and a nonnegative constant b, if Pr~(B>b)a l-6 then Ew[B] > Cx.6~Pr,&B =x)2 
b( 1 - 6). Noting that the left-hand side of (3) is 20 if K(c I E) is large enough and 
that the right-hand side is always nonnegative, the theorem follows. 0 
Theorem 3. Let C be a concept class on X and A be a (P,Q)-learning algorithm 
for C. Then, for every large c E C, under notations of Theorem 2 
K(c I EM1 - 6) - Eg[K(idc) I xm,~",~)]~~Q(C)+210gWQ(C)+0(1). 
Proof. Point (d) of Section 2.1 and Jensen’s inequality get 
EQ[K(fm 1 xm,E)]<EQ[C(Zm I xm,E)] + 210gE&(lm I xm,E)] + O(1). 
But, if xm and C are known, I” can be computed from the enumeration index of 
set(IZc(xm)). Then, by point (a) of Section 2.1, C(f” (x”,E)< logset(&(x”)) + 
O(l), leading to 
Apply Theorem 2 to the last inequality to get the theorem. q 
Note that we have dropped the EM[K(Z” I c{xm{E}})] term in applying Theorem 2. 
In fact, K(lm 1 c{xm{E}}) is O(1) in the error-free case. 
Theorem 4. Let C be a concept class on X and A be a (P, Pm x R)-learning algorithm 
for C, where R represents the CN model with error rate q < i. Then, for every large 
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c E C, under notations of Theorem 2. 
K(c I W1 - 6) - &mdK(ih,dC) 1 xm,lm,E)l 
GW(r+P(c)(l -2~))-WV))~+K(P:IE)+O(~)> 
where p,” is the distribution of the label vector 1”. 
Proof. Denote for short Pm by Q and recall that I” := (II,. . . , I,). 
PrpxR(lj = 1) = PrQxR(li = 1 1 rj = o)( 1 - q) f Prp&lj = 1 1 ri = 1)q 
=P(c)(l -Y/)+(1 - P(c))q = q +P(c)( 1 - 2q), (4) 
EQXR[K(~~ 1 x”,E)l d EQXR[K(~~ / E)] <WI”‘) + K(p,m I El + o(1) 
= mH(v + P(c)(l - 2~)) + K(p,m I El + O(l), (5) 
where the first inequality of (5) is trivial, 3 the second follows from Theorem 1 and 
the equality follows from (4) and the independence of It,. . . , I,. 
Now, K(1” I c{x”{E}})=K(r” 1 c{x”{E}}) + 0( 1). But by Theorem 1, for every 
fixed x”‘, 
~R[~(~~~c{~~{~}})I~H(~~) 
and so, EQxR[K(r” I c{x”{E}})] >H(r”), implying that 
~~~~[~(~~~c{~"{E}})]~H(r")+0(1)=~~(~)+ O(1) 
that, together with (5) and Theorem 2, proves the theorem. 0 
Below is a technical lemma, whose proof is in the appendix, showing that the quantity 
H(n + P(c)( 1 - 2~)) - H(q) is O(P(c)( 1 - 2~)~) when P(c) 4 0 and v] + i. 
Lemma3. ZfO<a<i andO<q<l then 
2c4 1 - 2q)” 
H(r/+a(l -2q))-H(q)G(ln2)(l -2co(l _(l _Zr1)2)’ 
Theorems 2-4 extend obviously to randomized learning algorithms and have to be 
interpreted essentially as constraints from below on the sample information content to 
identify and represent c inside C up to E and 6. 
We note that we are able to tell P and A4 clearly apart in these theorems and compare 
in this way such results to existing literature (e.g. [4, lo]) assuming different training 
and testing distributions. This feature can also help us to handle the case where the 
sample points are not independent (Section 5.2). 
3 Anyway, it may be a nonnegligible information loss 
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5. Applications 
We now exhibit a few applications of the methods we developed in the last section, 
separating for clarity independent and Markovian instances. Since our main purpose 
here is to show the easy applicability of these methods, we do not spend much effort 
in minimizing multiplicative constants. Indeed, they will be hidden in big-oh and big- 
omega notations. 
5.1. Independent instances 
Corollary 1.4 Let C be a concept class on X, d(C) = d large enough, {xl,. . . , Xd} C X 
be shattered by C and P be the following distribution on X: 
P(xi)= 16s/(d- l), i= l...d- 1, P(xd) = 1 - 16a, 
P(x) = 0 elsewhere. 
If A is a (P,Pm)-learning algorithm for C, E 6 & and 6 < $ then it must be 
m = fi(max{( l/s)ln (l/6), d/E}). 
Proof. Suppose w.1.o.g. that C= 21”‘,...,Xd) and denote for short Pm by Q. Let us apply 
Theorem 3. By points (b) and (d) of Section 2.1 it follows that there is a c E C such 
that K(c 1 E) > log IC/ = d. 
To bound EQ[K(i&c) 1 xm,fm,E)] we will simply find an upper bound V(2s, h) on 
the number of concepts which are 2s-close to h. Set r = [(d - 1)/81. If c is 2s-close 
to h then xd E c if and only if Xd E h, since P(xd) = 1 - 16s > 2& for E < &, Then cAh 
can contain at most Y - 1 points from {xl,. ,&_I } and, if h is kept fixed, c can be 
chosen in exactly xir,’ (“7’) d ff i erent ways and V(~E, h) (V, for short) can be set to 
this value. Obviously, V 62d and by Sauer’s Lemma [19] 
e base of natural logarithm. The use of points (a) and (d) of Section 2.1 makes us 
conclude 
E,[K(ih,E(c) 1 xm,fm,E)] d log V + 210glog V + O(l)< log V + 210gd + O(1). 
Let us now compute an upper bound on W,(c). Obviously, W,(C) <d. Recall 
the meaning of set( ). Since for the C we are assuming &(x”) = 2Set(xm), W,(C) = 
Ep[set(F)]. Let I be the random variable counting the number of occurrences of Xd 
in xm. Then 
Ee[set(x”)] bEp[m - I + l] = 16~2s + 1 = O(ms). 
4 This corollary is essentially the ‘worst-case’ result of [ 1 l] translated into K-complexity formalism. 
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Putting together as in Theorem 3, 
d(1 -6)-logV-2logd-0(l)~O(ms)+2logd. (6) 
If d is large enough a simple algebra shows that log V < 3d/S, and if 6 < g the 
left-hand side of (6) is O(d). This entails m = Q(d/E). 
The other bound m= R((l/~)ln(l/d)) IS easily obtained from (2) by noting that if 
x” = (Xd,Xd,. .) ~~)andmissuchthat(l-16~)“~6(thatimpliesm~1/(16~)ln(l/6)), 
then (2) must hold for this xm and every target c E C. Thus, as for (6), there exists 
c E C such that the left-hand side of (2) is R(d) (the reader should note that, whatever 
we fix c, I” = 0” or 1” ) that is a contradiction for d large enough. 0 
Theorem 4 is quite useful to obtain sharp lower bounds for a large variety of (C,P) 
combinations in the CN model. Below there are a few simple and interesting applica- 
tions whose common ground is the identification of a subclass of C sufficiently rich, 
though made up of concepts of small measure. 
Corollary 2. 5 Let C he u concept class on X, d(C) ==d large enough, {xl,. . . ,xd} C X 
be shattered by C and P be the following distribution on X: 
P(x;)= 16c/(d - l), i= 1 . ..d - 1, P(xd)= 1 - 16t:, 
P(x) = 0 elsewhere. 
If A is a (P, P” x R)-learning algorithm jbr C, where R represents the CN model 
with error rate q < i, 8 < & and 6 < ; then it must be 
m=fl(;:(l:211):). 
Proof. Suppose w.l.o.g. that C=2{11~.~~~x”}. Let us apply Theorem 4 by letting C’= 
{c E C / P(c) < 16~). Ob viously, C’ = {c E C 1 xd #c} and 1 C’I = 2d-‘. Then there ex- 
ists a c E C’ such that K(c I E) 3 d - 1. 
Bounding EP~~~R[K(~~,,:(c) / P,P,E)] is as in Corollary 1. 
The second member of inequality in Theorem 4 can be easily upper bounded by 
observing that 
if c E C’ then H(y+P(c)( 1-2y))dH(y+16,~(1-2r\)), provided E< &; by Lemma 3, 
H(y + 16&( 1 - 2~)) - H(q) = O(E( 1 - 2~)~); 
starting from E, p; can be described by a description of P(c) which, in own turn, is 
obtained by a description of the number of points in {XI,. . ,X&I } that are contained 
in c. Thus, 
K(p;IE)dlogd+2loglogd+O(l). 
s Actually, this corollary is a particular case of a more general result shown in [20] by different techniques. 
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Putting together, by an analysis very similar to that for (6) we yield the claimed 
result. 0 
Corollary 3. Let C be the concept class of monotone monomials on X = (0, I}“, 
P be the un$orm distribution on X and 1= [log (l/6&)1. If A is a (P, P” x R)-learning 
algorithm for C, where R represents the CN model with error rate r < i, EC $, 6~ 1 
and (1) is large enough6 then it must be 
m = a( log(;)/,,1 - 2#), 
Proof. Let lit(c) be the number of literals in the conjunctive expression for c and 
C’ = {c E C 1 lit(c) = 1). Obviously IC’I = (;) and, again, there exists a c E C’ such 
that K(c]E)>loglC’I =log(;). W e omit the easy proof of the following. 
Claim. Let c, and c’ be two different monotone monomials. Then P(cAc’)>max 
{2- MC), 2-“Kc )}/2. 
Since 12s b2-’ 2 6.s, if c, c’ E C’ then by the above claim c is 3c-far from c’. From 
the triangular inequality P(cAc’)<P(cAh) + P(c’Ah) and P(cAh) < E it follows that 
P(c’Ah)>2&. Knowing I, we can restrict the enumeration of Lemma 2 to C’. But if 
c’ E C’ - {c} then c’ does not appear in this enumeration and hence E~~~,tJK(ih,~(c) 
/x~,I~,E)]~logz+2loglogI+0(1). 
The second member of inequality in Theorem 4 can be easily upper bounded by 
observing that 
l if CE C’ then H(q+P(c)(l-2n))<H(q+4&(1-2~)), provided E<$; by Lemma 3 
H(q + 4E( 1 - 2q)) - H(q) = O(E( 1 - 2q)2); 
l given E, p: can be described by a description of P(c) which is uniquely determined 
by 1, Thus, 
K(p~~E)6log1+2loglogz+0(1). 
Putting together as in inequality of Theorem 4 we get, 
log 
0 
‘I (1 -6)-lOg~-2lOglOg~-0(1)~mO(E(1 -2~)2)+10g~+210g10gz 
that for (7) large enough, implies the corollary. 0 
Remark 1. We note that, as far as n, E and v] are concerned, this lower bound essen- 
tially matches the upper bound for this class based on s-covering found in [5] with the 
improvements suggested by Laird [ 151. Indeed, an s-cover for C is the one made up of 
all monotone monomials of at most [log (1 /E)] literals, and its cardinal@ is essentially 
of the same order of magnitude of (;) (at least for E = l/PO/y(n)). •i 
6 It means, for instance, E = I/PO/~(~) and n large enough. 
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Class C of parity functions on X = (0, 1)” is the class of functions that are the parity 
of some set of variables in {xi,. . . ,xn}, i.e. C = {BiEl xi / I 5 { 1,. . . , n}}. 
Corollary 4. Let C he the class of parity functions on X = (0, 1)” and P be the 
unifbrm distribution on X. Zf A is a (P, Pm x R)-learning algorithm for C, where R 
represents the CN model with error rate 4 < $, c: < i, 6 < 1 and n is large enough 
then it must be 
m = n(n/( 1 - 2i7)2). 
Proof. Apply again Theorem 4. ICI = 2”, then there is c E C such that K(c 1 E) bn. It is 
easy to prove that P(c) = i for every c E C. Now, for c, c’ E C, cdc’ E C. This implies 
that if c # c’ then P(cdc’) = $ and that K(pF 1 E) = 0( 1). From the triangular inequal- 
ity P(cdc’)<P(cdh) + P(c’dh) and P(cdh) < E it follows that P(c’dh)>i - ~32~ 
for E < l/6. Thus, if c’ # c then c’ does not appear in the enumeration of Lemma 2 
and so EPmxR[K(ih,E(c) 1 .P,P,E)] = O(1). For a fixed E< l/6 Lemma 3 allows us 
to upper bound the left-hand side of inequality of Theorem 4 by mO((1 - 2~)~) 
+0(l). 0 
The lower bound in the last corollary can be obtained for n = 0 even by applying the 
s-cover techniques of [5] and it is somewhat unsatisfactory since it does not depend 
on a: the drawbacks of Theorem 4 are well expressed by this case. Alternatively, we 
could apply Theorem 3 through the clever identification of a large enough subclass 
C’ of C for which W,(C’) depends on E (e.g., linearly). We leave it as an open 
problem. 
Remark 2. We observe that the theoretical framework we supplied up to now can take 
into account further behavioral constraints a learning algorithm can have. For instance, 
we may want to analyze consistent (P,P”)-learning algorithms [6] or disagreement 
minimization (P,P” x R)-learning algorithms [2]. To fix ideas, this remark considers 
the former. On input (xm,Im), a consistent algorithm A outputs as hypothesis an h such 
that li = c(xi) = h(x;), i = 1 . . . m. We say that h is consistent with c w.r.t. (.?“,I”‘). 
The reader can easily recast Lemma 2 in terms of an enumeration of concepts c being 
consistent with h w.r.t. (xm,Zm) and interpret the index i~,~(c) accordingly. Now the 
quantity 
EPm[K(&(c) I xm,lm,E)l 
can be upper bounded more tightly by means of the expected number of concepts c 
which are 2a-close to and consistent with h. More precisely, for every c E C, define the 
random variables Y, to be 1 if c is consistent with h w.r.t. (xm,lm) and 0 otherwise. 
Set v= c, 1 P(cdh) <2& Y,. Points (a) and (d) of Section 2.1 allow us to bound the actual 
K(&(c) I x”‘, l”,E) by log V + 2 log log I’, and by Jensen’s inequality 
E~m[K(ih,~(c) ( xm,lm,E)] <log Ep[ V] + 2 log log Epm[ VI, 
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where 
EPm[V]= C (1 -P(~dh))~. 
ClP(Cdh)<2E 
Disagreement minimization (P, P” x R)-learning algorithms can be treated similarly. 
As a matter of fact, in this way we are able to affect only multiplicative constants 
in all the applications we mentioned so far. 0 
5.2. Markovian instances 
Consider a discrete time homogeneous Markov’s chain with transition matrix P, 
initial distribution q(O) and distribution ~(~1 = q(‘)P’ at time i. ’ As usual we see @j’s 
as vectors over the state space. Now the random vector xm = (x0,. . . ,x,) is an outcome 
of this process, where xi is distributed according to #), i = 0,. . . , m. To exhibit the 
potentiality of our method, we measure the sample complexity of learning to classify 
correctly the next labelled example rather than referring to a fixed testing distribution 
(see, e.g. [l, 31). ’ Now the advantage of the strong separation between P and M in the 
notion of (P,M)-learnability is highly evident. Suppose we are in the error free case. 
In Definition 1 set Q to the distribution of x” and P to the distribution of the next point 
x,+1. The sample complexity of the learning algorithm is the least m” = m*(E, 6) such 
that for every m>m* it results Pr~(P(cdh) <E)> 1 - S. In this case both Theorems 3 
and 4 can be conveniently applied. 
As an example, consider, for a given E, the Markov’s chain with d states and pa- 
rameters r and k described by the transition matrix 
l-r 0 . . . 0 r 
0 l-r 0 . . . r 
p(r,k)= ; . . 
0 . . . 01-r r 
n:k rsk - - d-l .” “’ d-l 1 - rEk 
(7) 
In the appendix we show the following: 
Lemma 4. Let q(O) be an arbitrary initial distribution and 2” be the outcome of the 
chain (7) with initial distribution q(O), from time 0 to time m. Then, for Ek + r d 1 
and d large enough 
7 Vectors are intended as TOW vectors. 
* The reader should note the difference between our model and the ‘bounded mistake rate’ model of [3]. 
We are clearly making a distinction between training and testing phases: at the end of training a testing 
phase begins and the hypothesis produced cannot be updated anymore. 
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Corollary 5. Let C be a concept class on X, d(C) = d large enough, {XI,. . . ,xd} C X 
be shattered by C, Q be the distribution of the $rst m+ 1 (from 0 to m) outcomes oj 
the chain (7) with state space {XI,. . ,xd} and initial distribution q(O) = (A,. . . , &, 
1 - ok). 9 Set P to the distribution (p@+‘) = q(‘)PmMm’. 
If A is a (P, Q)-learning algorithm for C, k 3 84, &k,< l/2 - (20/3k)log(ek/3) and 
6 < &, then it must be 
m = R(d/(rs)). 
Proof. Suppose w.1.o.g. that C = 2{X1~~~.,Xd) and set I$~’ = (b,, bt, . . . , bt, at). An inductive 
argument shows that, for every t > 0, if a, 2 1 - Ek and b, 2 Ek( 1 - &k)/(d - 1) then 
al+, 3 1 - Ek and bt+l 3~k( 1 - &k)/(d - 1). Hence, by the choice of cp(‘), if Ek d i 
%+I > 1 - Ek and 
Ek 
b,+, 2 ~ 
2(d - 1)’ 
In applying Theorem 3 we can bound the first term of its inequality by an analysis 
very close to the one used to prove Corollary 1, while its second term is handled by 
Lemma 4. This gives rise to 
4(d - 1) 
d(1 -a)- k ~ log(ek/3) - 0( 1) 
r,+(d-l)(l-;(l-z)+‘+$k)+2logd, 
being e the base of natural logarithm. Since k b 84, Ek d l/2-(20/3k) log(ek/3), 6 < $ 
and d is large, after some algebra we get 
and then m = R(d/(rE)), that is the corollary. 0 
Remark 3. The reader should compare the results in Corollaries 1 and 5 to apreciate 
the role played by the parameter r. First, note that since q(O) is quite near $03) and 
q(03) is independent of r, then the testing distribution q@+‘) (and thus the usual upper 
bound on Ee[K(&(c) 1 _P,P,E)]) will be scarcely dependent on r. If r tends to 1 
the chain tends to generate a sample whose mean information content is similar to that 
of the sample generated by the distribution of Corollary 1. If r tends to 0 the mean 
information content of the sample goes to 0. This notion can be obviously formalized 
by making use of the entropy of the chain and, indeed, Corollary 5 can be easily 
recast irl terms of this entropy, once we rely on a Theorem 4-like result instead of 
Theorem 3. 0 
ck ’ Note that ‘p(O) is quite near the limit c+dm) = (~ i.k ~ l) (Iti.k)(d-I)““~ (l+i:k)(d-l)‘(I+rk) 
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6. Conclusions and ongoing research 
A sample complexity lower bound means about the minimal information necessary to 
make an inference problem feasible. In classical statistics this quantity is often directly 
connected to the entropy of the source of data. Here (i) we distinguish a random 
(the input distribution) from a deterministic (the concept) component in the source; 
(ii) we explore cases where observing the data is more complex than drawing a random 
sample, since, maybe, the data are correlated or affected by a labelling error or, anyway, 
follow a distribution law different from the product one; (iii) we take into account the 
peculiarities of the learning algorithm. All these features affect the amount of necessary 
information content, in a way which is sharply controlled from below by our method. 
The examples exhibited in the paper show a great ductility of the method, passing 
from easy computations, sufficient for revisiting some known results in the literature 
(such as the necessary sample size for distribution-free learning of any concept class) to 
somewhat more sophisticated computations, for instance in connection with consistency 
constraints or Markovian examples. 
Nevertheless, work is in progress for covering more general learning features such as 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Infinite cardinality of the concept classes. This feature stops us from easily bound- 
ing K(c I E) and ~%Mih,~(c) I xm, l”, E)] separately, thus requiring for bounding 
directly the deference between them by means, perhaps, of smallest s-covers. 
Bayesian Learning (see, e.g. [ 131). Assuming an a priori distribution on C we fall 
in the field of Bayesian Learning, where the confidence 6 takes into account also 
this source of randomness, with a consequent weakening of the sample complexity 
bounds. 
Stronger error models, such as malicious errors [14] considered in [S] for a worst 
case distribution. 
Enlarged ranges for the target function outputs (see, e.g. [ 181). We can easily 
extend our method to finite ranges larger that (0, 1 }, by managing the analogous 
of the s-close concepts. Obviously, the bounds depend on the selected loss function, 
raising the side problem of selecting suitable functions and specializing the method 
in relation to them. 
Appendix 
This appendix contains the proofs of Lemmas 3 and 4 in the main text, plus a useful 
approximation result. 
Lemma A.l. For every x E (0,l) and t > 0 
(1 - (1 -x)‘) < (1 1x*, 
holds. 
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Proof. It is well known that ln(1 - x) > -x/( 1 - x) for x E (0,l). Then (1 - x)’ > 
exp( -lx/( 1 - x)) for t > 0 and x E (0,l). The lemma follows from the inequality 1 - 
exp(-y)<y for y>O. q 
Lemma A.2. Set f(cx, ‘1) =H(q + CI( 1 - 2~)) - H(v). If 0 < CI < i and 0 < y < 1 then 
241 - 2r# 
‘(G(‘11)‘(ln2)(1 -2c()(l -(l -2r/)2)’ 
Proof. Consider the Taylor expansion of f near (O+, i - ) 
(A.11 
Let H(‘) be the ith derivative of H. An easy induction shows that 
for i= 1, 
l H(‘)(x) = 
____ + (-1)’ 
x’_I 
for i>2; 
a*f(4 tl) 
0 
dc!’ 
= H(‘)(n + a(1 - 29))(1 - 2~)’ for i> 1; 
l ‘7’f (” ‘) =:H(j)(q + a( 1 - 2~))( 1 - 2~)’ - H(i)(q) 
a+ 
for j>O; 
Then 
ajf(4q) 
at+ 
=o 
a=o,rj=1/2 
for j > 0 and 
aj+tf(4 V) 
aEat+ 
=o 
a=o,p=1/2 
for j=O, 1. 
Consider, 
ai+jf(~,tj) 
aaia+ a=o,q=1/2 
for j<i and i>2. 
By the expression for a’f(cz,~)/&‘, we get 
[H(i+k)(q + a( 1 - 217))( 1 - ~c#]D&-~( 1 - 21)‘, 
where Di is the l-fold n-derivative operator. Since j < i, Dip”( 1 - 217)’ is always zero 
for ‘I = i and then 
ai+jfcu, q) 
adat+ 
=o 
x=o,q=1/2 
for j<i and i>2. 
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Consider now 
a’+jf(& y) 
asa+ a=o,q=1/2 
for j>i, j32, ial. 
By the expression for ajf(m, q)/a@ we get 
ai+jf(a,y) = 5 i 
asa+ 0 k=O k [W+k)(q + ~(1 - 21))(1 - 2&1~;-~(1 - 2a)j. 
For g = i only the first (k = 0) term of this sum does not vanish, that is to say 
a'+jf(~,~) 
actiag 
=H(j)(i)j(j- l)...(j-i+ l)(-2)’ 
a=o,q=1/2 
for jai, j>2, ial. 
Putting together as in (A.1 ) 
f(a, r) =]s !Z 
O” j @)(1/2)j(j- 1)...(j-i+1)(-2)‘ri(il_l)j 
i!j! 2. 
Recalling that 
H(i)(l,2)=_(j-:n~2j-1(l +(-1)‘) 
for j 3 2 and simplifying 
. 
f(a,q) = 5 (-2cr)’ 
j=2 
-2i-‘(;l;;);;;i)(:,- 1’2)’ $ 0 ; 
= 5 (l + (-1)i)(21 - l)j(1 _ (1 _ 2@)j) 
j=2 2(ln 2)j( j - 1) 
=kc (ln&;;;i* 1)(1 - (1 - 2G02V. 
From Lemma A. 1 it follows that 1 - (1 - 2~)~~ < 4kcl/( 1 - 2~) for 0 < c( < i. Therefore, 
2c( O3 (1 - 2?7)2k 2a Dc, 
f(cc’r)’ (ln2)(1 -2~)~5, 2k- 1 ‘(lnZ)(l -2a)k5:l(1-2q)2k 
2a( 1 - 2q)2 
= (ln2)(1 -2x)(1 - (1 - 2q)2) 
forOtcr<i, O<q<l. q 
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Lemma A.3. Let xm =(x0,. . . ,x,) be the outcome qf the chain (7) with initial dis- 
tribution cp co) , from time 0 to m and denote by Q the distribution qf xm. For etlery 
cp (O). if i:k + r < 1 and d is large enough 
EQ[set(P)]61 +(A- I)(1 - :(I -ET-’ +zEkj 
Proof. Assume the chain has state space { 1,2,. . . , d} and suppose for the moment that 
the chain starts in state d, so that q(O) = (O,O,. . . , 1). Let P = P(r, k) = [pi,,j]fj=1, 
.,‘:“=Pr~(?l~#j,x2#j,-..,x,#jlrci=i), 
P’ = [1 ~ pi,i]~,,=, and P/:h be the matrix obtained from P by substituting the bth 
column of P by a vector of zeros. Now, it is well known that (see, e.g., [9]) fj.y’ is 
the element of place (d, 1) of the matrix (P: 1 )m-’ P’ for m 3 1. 
By an inductive argument it can be shown that 
,fjl’ = (E*)~-‘(A,+ + C) + (/3*)“-‘(AB- - C) for m3 1, 
where 
%*_, _ ~(1 f&k) 
(1 - s>, fl*=1- !Q$%(] +s), rsk - A=l-- 
2 d- 1’ 
It is easy to verify that if Ek + r 6 1 and d is large enough then A 3 g, Bi > i, B- 3 
Ek/(2( 1 + sk)), 0 d C <Ek))( 1 + ck) hold. Hence, 
(A.2) 
where the second inequality holds if Ek + rd 1. 
By the symmetry of the states 1,. . , d - 1, 
f:,~‘=f~(:‘, i=2 ,..., d - 1. 
and then 
EP,d[set(x”‘)] = 1 + (d - 1)( 1 - .fj,y’). 
Here the subscript d in EQ,~ accounts for the starting state d. By the topology of the 
chain it should be clear that Ee,i[set(x”)] < E,d[set(.F)], i = 1,. . . , d - 1. Thus, for 
an arbitrary initial distribution cp co), Ee[set(x”‘)] d 1 + (d - 1)( 1 - f$‘), and by (A.2) 
Ee[set(x”)]<l +(d - 1) 1 - $(cx*)~~’ + Gck (A.3) 
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A lower bound for c(* is easily obtained from Lemma A.l: put 
to obtain, if d is large, 
r&k 
6*>1-(I+Ek)(d-1)(1-x)>1- 
2rEk 
(d - 1)’ 
Substitute the last inequality into Eq. (A.3) to get the Lemma. 0 
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